Inspiring Landmarks

An exhibition of art by Prue Cooper, Kurt Jackson and Ed Kluz, inspired by Landmark's historic buildings.

29 June - 4 July 2017

8 Dray Walk, The Old Truman Brewery
Spitalfields, London

An associated programme of events take place during the week:

The Imagination is Unleashed
Exhibiting artist & environmentalist Kurt Jackson talks about his work.
29th June 1.30pm - 2.30pm, £10

Lifting the Bell Jar: Heritage & Contemporary Art – Where Next?
Keynote panel debate: Frances Guy (curator), Robert Hewison (cultural historian) & the artist Yinka Shonibare MBE, chaired by Dame Liz Forgan.
Debate 29th June 5.30pm - 7pm, £10

Depicting the Past: The Artist in Conversation with The Historian
Exhibiting artist Ed Kluz with Caroline Stanford, Landmark's historian.
30th June 6pm - 7.30pm, £10

The Weathers of History
Author Alexandra Harris discusses her acclaimed book, Weatherland: Writers & Artists Under English Skies.
1st July 6pm - 7.30pm, £10

Prue Cooper
Meet exhibiting artist Prue Cooper informally at the gallery.
2nd July 2pm - 4pm. Free but ticketed.

A Deeper Thread: Material Conversations with the Past
Artists Jamie Lake, Bourke de Vries & Laura Wilson discuss the inspiration of materials and architectural decay.
4th July 6pm - 7.30pm. Free but ticketed.